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ABSTRACT

Automatic Identification of vehicles is a very challenging area, which is in contrast to the traditional
practice of monitoring the vehicles manually. Automatic license plate (LP) recognition is one of the most
promising aspects of applying computer vision techniques towards intelligent transportation system. In
Location of the vehicle plate, a method of vehicle license plate character segmentation and extraction
based on improved edge detection and Mathematical morphology was presented. In the first place, color
images were changed into grey images, secondly through calculates the difference of each pixel and
neighbourhood pixels to build up images edge and it can make the license plate stand out; Sobel operator
is used to extract the edge of objects in image; then the algorithm applies the dilation and erosion
mathematical morphology of binary images to get the image smooth contour. The segmentation result
which is sent forward to LP recognition stage will improve further processing’s efficiency . Neural Network
is used to recognize the license plate character. Because of the accuracy of the plate region extraction, the
character can be extracted exactly from the plate region .
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1. INTRODUCTION

While the first industrial automatic system for Car License Plate Recognition (LPR) was
introduced in the 80’s, an outburst of commercial systems occurred in the 90s. Although that a lot
of LPR systems are available in the market, the research and development still continues and new
sophisticated solutions to plate localization, character segmentation and recognition
appear.Vehicle’s license plate recognition system has been a special area of interest in video
surveillance area for more than a decade or so. With the advent of sophisticated video vehicle
detection systems for traffic management applications, number plate recognition system finds
wide varieties of places to fit itself beyond just controlling access to a toll collection point or
parking lot [3]. It can now be integrated to the video vehicle detection systems which usually are
installed in places of interest for intersection control, traffic monitoring etc., to identify vehicle
that violates traffic laws or to find stolen vehicles. This paper presents a method of vehicle license
plate Character recognition. The whole system into three following steps:

1- Plate location or finding location of plate in the vehicle image and cropping plate image from
it.
2- Plate segmentation or cutting plate image to character’s images.
3- Character recognition or convert character’s images to final distinguished characters among
them.

Due to the diversity of parameters involved in car images, License plate detection is considered
the most crucial stage in the whole LPR system. In the past, a number of techniques have been
proposed for locating the desired plate through visual image processing. Now there are some
algorithms about the locating of license plate, such us the methods based on color feature [4],
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edge extracting [6-8], histogram analysis [9], symmetry [11], morphological operators [12],.In a
method of Chinese license plate recognition has been proposed that structural verification is used
for plate locating and projection segmentation is exploited for incising plate image into
character’s images.Sobel operator is the first and best-known choice for most LPD algorithms to
convert the grayscale scene image to the gradient image at the initial stage.[12] In general,
conventional LPD algorithms focus only on vertical edge detection through vertical Sobel
operator, because the horizontal edge density of license plates is not more outstanding than that of
the surrounding background objects. Character recognition of the number-plate is a fairly well
developed field in computer vision in which template matching and neural networks are often
used and can produce satisfactory results [14-15]. However, template matching has its drawbacks
in some aspects comparing with neural networks. For example, when characters of number-plate
are segmented, neural network approach is preferred to template match one. The paper is
organized as following way. Section I is of introduction of whole system. We shall introduce the
proposed recognition algorithm in section II to V. Experiment and Conclusion will be shown in
Section VI and Section VII respectively.

2. PRE-PROCESSING

Preprocessing mostly is necessary to facilitate further high performance recognition, in this
proposed methodology, the character is binarized and the noise is eliminated in the preprocessing
stage.

2.1. Grey Conversion

We have taken color image pf car clearly showing its License plate for experiment.We firstly
convert this RGB color input image to a 256 grayscale image using formula (1).

GREY=J(:,:,1)+J(:,:,2)+J(:,:,3)………….(1)

Figure 1. Original color image

The grey-scale could take every pixel of the picture to a number between 0-255 and the purpose
of the binarization is to take every pixel into the number 0 or 255. To remove the tonal variation
between Red, Green and Blue channels of input images and converting it into grey scale flatness
to a single hue.
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Figure 2. Grey image
2.2. Median Filtering

It is inevitable for containing noises of original image. We use median filtering to eliminate the
noises. Using median filtering not only can eliminate the noises, but also make the high frequency
more concentrated. There by, it is beneficial for us to detect the edges in images. The salt and
pepper characteristic of vehicle license plate is presented, So Median filter is best known choice
for removing such noise.

3. LICENSE PLATE EXTRACTION

To extract the license plate, we mainly utilize the characteristic of the plate in vehicle images like
the color in the region is blue. We project the binary difference image horizontally and vertically,
properly smooth these two projection curves, and search their peaks to find the accurate rectangle
that includes the plate.[7]

Figure.3. Thresholded Binary image
3.1 Opening and Closing

Opening generally smoothes the contour of an object, breaks narrow isthmuses and eliminates
thin protrusions.Closing also tends to smooth sections of contours but, as opposed to opening, it
generally fuses narrow breaks and long thin gulfs, eliminates small holes, and fills gaps in the
contour [10].

The opening of set A by structuring element B, denoted A_ B, is defined as
A_B= (A_B) ⊕B (2)

Thus, the opening of A by B is the erosion of A by B, followed by a dilation of the result by B.
Similarly, closing is defined as

A•B= (A⊕B)_B (3)
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Figure 4. Opened image

This says that the closing of A by B is simply the dilation of A by B followed by the erosion of the
result by B.

4. CHARACTER SEGMENTATION

Character segmentation is an important stage in many license plate recognition systems. There are
many factors that cause the character segmentation task difficult, such as image noise, plate
frame, rivet, and rotation and illumination variance [13]. Object segmentation is an essential task
in computer vision and object recognitions. Image segmentation is the process of partitioning a
digital image into multiple regions or sets of pixels [6]. These partitions represent different
objects in the image, usually having the same texture or color. Segmentation is quite essential to
image feature extraction and subsequent classification of the resultant features.This step is very
significant due to overlapping characters that form the license plate. There are three main forms
of characters that are overlapping vertically, ligature, diacritics, horizontal overlap, and two
connected characters. The task will be more difficult for those different forms of
Which are joined.

Figure 5. Segmented characters of License plate.

5. CHARACTER RECOGNITION

The two methods are template-matching method and neural network method. Here we are
evaluating neural network method. Character recognition final step in vehicle license plate
detection and recognition is reading of single characters and numbers. This step is very important
for example at the entrance to car-park or for the police for stolen cars search. Single elements on
license plate must be segmented and analyzed. The analysis is called as Optical Character
Recognition (OCR) using ANN [13].
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5.1 Artificial Neural Networks

Artificial neural networks are statistical models of real world systems which are built by tuning a
set of parameters. These parameters, known as weights, describe a model which forms a mapping
from a set of given values known as inputs to an associated set of values, the outputs. The process
of tuning the weights to the correct values –training- is vehicleried out by passing a set of
examples of input-output pairs through the model and adjusting the weights in order to minimize
the error between the answer the network gives and the desired output. Once the weights have
been set, the model is able to produce answers for input values which were not included in the
training data. The models do not refer to the training data after they have been trained; in this
sense they are a functional summary of the training data [1,10].

The use of artificial neural network (ANN) in OCR applications can dramatically simplify the
code and improve quality of recognition while achieving good performance. Another benefit of
using neural network in OCR is extensibility of the system i.e. ability to recognize more character
sets than initially defined. In the character recognition algorithm using neural networks, the
weights of the neural network were adjusted by training it using back propagation algorithm. The
size of each character is 28-by-18 pixels which are arranged column wise to give 504 _ 1 arrays
as input. In order to train the neural network, we have created different sets each containing digits
from 0 to 9. This is called Block training. The complete net work was implemented as a library,
which was statically tied to the project. This helped to isolate the neural network code from the
rest of the preprocessing and segmentation code [14]. It also helped to reduce the memory
required for the program.Character recognition of the number-plate is a fairly well developed
field in computer vision in which template matching and neural networks are often used and can
produce satisfactory results However, template matching has its drawbacks in some aspects
comparing with neural networks. For example, when characters of number-plate are segmented,
neural network approach is preferred to template match one due to more computation cost of the
later method [6].

As a very powerful technique for pattern recognition problems, it is not surprising that neural
networks became the basis of a number of such systems [15].

5.2 The Back Propagation (Bp) Algorithm

The back propagation is a widely used algorithm, and it can map non-linear processes. It is a feed
forward network with the one or more hidden layers. The elementary architecture of the back
propagation network has three layers. There are no constraints about the number of hidden layers.
Back propagation is a systematic method for training multilayer artificial neural net works. It has
a mathematical foundation that is strong if not highly practical.

Using neural network has advantage from existing correlation and statistics template techniques
[5] that allow being stable to noises and some position modifications of characters on license
plate. The network must memorize all the Training Data (36 characters). For the validation of the
network we have built a program that reads the sequence of characters, to cut each character and
resize it and put the result [16].

5.3 Training

Once the network has been initialized and the training input space prepared the network is ready
to be trained.
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6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Proposed method was implemented using MATLAB version 7.11 and configuration of personal
computer includes: windows XP, Intel(R) Pentium 4, 1.80 GHz processor with 1GB RAM.
Images of car are taken from internet database. Experiments are done on cars of various colours.

The below figures are segmented characters of License plate of car image.

7. CONCLUSIONS

This paper introduces a neural network approach for automatic identification of vehicle License
plate. Recognition of character are better then Template matching method. If the accuracy of the
results is a critical factor for a vehicle number plate recognition application, then the network
having many hidden layers should be used but if training time is a critical factor then the network
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having single hidden layer should be used.The proposed approach of license plate recognition can
be implemented by police to detect speed violators, parking areas, highways, bridges or tunnels.
Also the prototype of the system is going to be integrated and tested as part of the sensor network.
Currently there are certain restrictions on parameters like speed of the vehicle, script on the
number plate, cleanliness of number plate, quality of captured image, skew in the image which
can be removed by enhancing the algorithms further.
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